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How to pass C_TAW12_740 exam easily? Are you struggling for the C_TAW12_740 exam? Good news, GreatExam SAP technical

experts have collected all the questions and answers which are updated to cover the knowledge points and enhance candidates'

abilities. We offer the latest C_TAW12_740 PDF and VCE dumps with new version VCE player for free download, and the new

C_TAW12_740 practice test ensures your C_TAW12_740 exam 100% pass. Following questions and answers are all new published

by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the end of the article!!!)  QUESTION 71You are writing the function module

that will be called from external systems vi remote function call (RFC).How do you report an error back to the external caller? A.   

Write the error data into an CHANGING parameter than is passed by valueB.    Write the error data into an EXPORTING parameter

than is passed by referenceC.    Write the error data into a TABLES parameter than is passed by referenceD.    Write the error data

into a RECEIVING parameter than is passed by valueAnswer: A QUESTION 72You want to loop over an internal table without

copying each table row to a work area.How can you achieve this using a field symbol? A.    LOOP AT <itab> REFERENCE INTO

<field_symbol>. ENDLOOP.B.    LOOP AT <itab> ASSIGNING <field_symbol>. ENDLOOP.C.    LOOP AT <itab>

TRANSPORTING INTO <field_symbol>. ENDLOOP.D.    LOOP AT <itab> INTO <field_symbol>. ENDLOOP. Answer: B

QUESTION 73Which of the following can you do with the ABAP debugger? A.    Analyze internal tablesB.    Analyze memory

usageC.    Compare data objectsD.    Analyze SQL tracesE.    Change source code Answer: ABC QUESTION 74You want to move

a transport request from the development system to the subsequent system. Which of the following are prerequisites for this? A.   

The extended program check must show no warningsB.    The transport request must releasedC.    All tasks of the transport request

must be assigned to the same userD.    All object included in the transport request must be activated Answer: BD QUESTION 75

Where can you set the GUI status and the GUI title for a classical screen (dynpro)? A.    In a module called from PBO of the screen

B.    In the attributes of the screenC.    In the properties of the related header UI elementD.    In a module called from PAI of the

screen Answer: A QUESTION 76You created the following ABAP code: DATA x TYPE REF TO DATA. DATA y TYPE REF TO

OBJECT. ASSIGN x TO <fs>. ASSIGN y TO <fs>. You want to add a declaration of <fs> to the code. Which of the following

declarations are valid? A.    FIELD-SYMBOLS TYPE REF TO DATA.B.    FIELD-SYMBOLS TYPE any.C.    FIELD-SYMBOLS

.D.    FIELD-SYMBOLS TYPE REF TO ANY. Answer: BC QUESTION 77Which of the following Data Types are allowed in

ABAP? (Choose two) A.    DECFLOAT64B.    DECFLOAT16C.    DECFLOAT34D.    DECFLOAT32 Answer: BC QUESTION

78Which of the following ABAP statements throws an error an the syntax check? A.    DATA variable(5) TYPE t.B.    DATA

variable(5) TYPE p.C.    DATA variable(5) TYPE n.D.    DATA variable Answer: A QUESTION 79When does SAP recommended

that you use a hashed table? A.    When a table must to sorted automatically by key in ascending orderB.    When a table is very large

and you want to access the table by key onlyC.    When a table is very large and you want to access the table by index onlyD.   

When a table must be accessible by both index and key Answer: B QUESTION 80Which of the following are fully-specified

internal table types? A.    StandardB.    AnyC.    IndexD.    Hashed Answer: AD GreatExam SAP C_TAW12_740 exam dumps are

audited by our certified subject matter experts and published authors for development. GreatExam SAP C_TAW12_740 exam

dumps are one of the highest quality SAP C_TAW12_740 Q&As in the world. It covers nearly 96% real questions and answers,

including the entire testing scope. GreatExam guarantees you pass SAP C_TAW12_740 exam at first attempt. 2016 SAP

C_TAW12_740 exam dumps (All 159 Q&As) from GreatExam:  http://www.greatexam.com/c-taw12-740-exam-questions.html
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